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Birth and early life
Manojkanti (MK; Manoj, in short) Banerjee was born the son of a well-to-do doctor. He 
made a physicist by the will of his teacher, Ganesh Prasad Dubey. Dubeyji believed, 
doing physics was a unique experience, and a very exciting one at that. One of the few 
decisions Manoj never regretted having taken was to listen to his teacher. Indeed, he 
enjoyed physics more than anything else. It was a love to stay with him till his last. By 
then he had earned a secured place in the annals of theoretical nuclear physics.
Manoj’s ancestors hailed from Serampore in Hooghly district of West Bengal. Manoj’s 
grandfather left Serampore for Madhipura in the northern part of the state of Bihar for 
a prospective practice in law. He turned a success and settled in Bihar.
Bhupendranath, Manoj’s father had a roaring practice in Patna as in Dwarbhanga 
in the same state. His wife Reba bore him four children. Manju, the only daughter, 
preceeded Manoj, and then came Pankaj and Dipankar. Born in Patna, Manoj received 
his first education in a local Bengali School. Later on, he went to Dwarbhanga Zilla 
School to complete his matriculation in 1945. Back to Patna, he joined Patna Science 
College as a student, eventually taking a first in first class in BSc with Honours in 
Physics in the year of 1950.  It is where he met Dubeyji, fixing for him a career, which 
he or his parents never queried.
Dubeyji learnt physics from his teacher, Professor Meghnad Saha in Allahabad 
University. He insisted that two of his prized students from the same batch, Manojkanti 
and Taraprasad (TP; Tara, for short) Das did their MSc in Physics in Kolkata and became 
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students of Professor Saha (who had moved from Allahabad to Kolkata in 1938). To 
facilitate it, he even gave them a letter of introduction addressed to Professor Saha. 
According to Taraprasad, sometime before this, Dubeyji had already accompanied them 
to Professor Saha in Kolkata for a preliminary discussion on their future career. Be that 
as it may, Manoj and Tara came down to Kolkata and saw the professor with Dubeyji’s 
letter. In later years, Manoj reminisced,
He (Prof Saha) scanned the letter in perhaps fifteen seconds and walked us 
down one-floor to the cyclotron laboratory (of the newly started Institute of 
Nuclear Physics) and introduced us to Dr Basantidulal Nagchaudhury, then the 
Sur Reader in Nuclear Physics of Calcutta University. He then walked away and 
I was left with a sense of disappointment. My meeting with the great scientist, 
filled with so much anticipation, ended so quickly.
As we now know, and Manoj knew it sooner, his disappointment was only premature and 
baseless. Both he and Tara became great favourites of Professor Saha, and possibly, 
envy of other students. In no time, they saw the humane side of their professor. 
During their MSc days, the two took up a residence in the YMCA Students’ Hostel on 
Keshub Chander Sen Street in north Kolkata. Both enjoyed the classes, for Professor 
Saha taught them Modern Physics and one-half of the paper on Nuclear Physics, BD 
Nagchaudhuri, the first Sur Reader in Nuclear Physics, taking care of the other half. 
Their MSc, which was due to be complete in April 1951, did not finish until December, 
1951. Early next year, the results were out, and Manoj came first in First Class again, 
this time with marks breaking the University record. 
Making of a Scientist
In February 1952, Manoj joined the newly founded (1950) Institute of Nuclear Physics 
as a Junior Research Assistant in the Beta and Gamma-ray Section of the Nuclear 
Physics Division. The following year he and Tara (who also joined at the same time as 
a Research Associate, but in the Nuclear Induction Section of the same Division) were 
appointed lecturers of Theoretical Physics for the Post-MSc Associateship Course, – a 
training programme that had started in the Institute in the year of 1952. This was two/
three years before they would write their doctoral dissertations. Later on, both of them 
were designated lecturers in Theoretical Physics in the same Division. This Division with 
its various sections and subsections was then under Dr Ajit Kumar Saha, the eldest son 
of Professor Saha. The Beta and Gamma-Ray Section of it was then engaged in the 
construction of a Beta-Ray Spectrometer among other things.  This marked the beginning 
of Manoj’s research career. Although he was registered under Professor Saha, his (and 
many others’) “Ajit-da”  became his de facto research advisor. Together, they worked out 
a design of a Short Magnetic-Lens Beta-Ray Spectrometer resulting in a publication in 
the Proceedings of the Physical Society, London in 1953 [1]. It was soon followed by a 
paper on the shape factor for beta decay [2]. Simultaneously, Manoj also got involved 
in the Nuclear Induction project piloted by Taraprasad. They wrote another joint paper 
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[3] which came out in the Proceedings of Royal Society in 1954. As an aside, Manoj 
also took interest in nuclear structure theory about this time, and made some detailed 
shell-model calculations of some light atomic nuclei. By the next year, he had enough 
material for a DPhil thesis. Several things found place in his thesis. One section of it 
dealt, on the one hand, with the design of the short magnetic lens beta-ray spectrometer 
and the beta-decay, and on the other, the effects of chemical shift and J-coupling on 
nuclear resonance line shape. In the other section, he presented the yet unpublished 
results of his detailed shell-model calculations on the lowest p-shell nuclei (lithium to 
oxygen). Each of these three was, in fact, a forerunner of three distinct disciplines 
evolving in the Institute by the early sixties.
In 1954, a year before submitting his thesis, Manoj had applied for a State Scholarship 
for higher studies abroad. This he had to do at a time when Professor Saha was away 
visiting the Soviet Union and was not available for consultation. Saha learnt of it only 
when Manoj got the award of the scholarship in 1955.  It supported a post-doctoral 
position in England. Saha was unhappy, for all along he had wanted Manoj to go to 
Princeton and work with Eugene Wigner. Wigner was possibly an Examiner-designate 
of Manoj’s DPhil thesis, and was then 11 years away from winning the Nobel Prize for 
Physics. Professor Saha took the matter entirely in his hands and immediately secured 
Wigner’s consent to accept Manoj on a Visiting Fellowship. Then he made the Education 
Department of the West Bengal Government agree to effect the necessary changes. The 
State Scholarship had the usual stipulation that the scholarship-holder would return to 
the country and remain in the West Bengal Education Service for at least three years. 
Manoj readily agreed to a bond to this effect. At the same time, as an employee of the 
Institute he also signed another bond promising to return to the Institute and serve there 
for three years. Neither Manoj nor Professor Saha had an inkling of any inconsistency 
perpetrated in this act of signing the two bonds. By the 1951 Constitution passed by 
the University of Calcutta, the Institute was an autonomous body under a three-party 
management involving the Union Government, the Government of West Bengal and 
the University of Calcutta. They probably took the two bonds to be practically one and 
the same. Manoj left Kolkata to reach Princeton by the end of September, 1955. It was 
only two months that Albert Einstein had passed away, and Tara, who had submitted 
his thesis earlier than Manoj, in November 1954, to be precise,  and had negotiated 
directly with the American Universities, was then comfortably settled in Cornell on a 
study leave approved by the Institute.  
Marriage & after
On the personal side, a year before leaving for Princeton, Manoj had married Uma Basu 
Roy, – a class-mate of his at MSc, – not without some reservations from his parents. 
Manoj’s was a high caste brahmin family and Uma, a kayastha. At that time, marriage 
across caste was an act frowned upon by the conservative Hindus. Besides, Manoj’s 
parents possibly also had certain expectations regarding their daughter-in-law. However, 
the newly married couple settled in one of the apartments in the newly built house of 
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Bhupendranath on the Old Ballyganj Street in south Kolkata. The plot of land initially 
belonged to Saradindu Mukherjee, father of Ambuj, one of Manoj’s colleagues in the 
Cyclotron Project of the Institute. It is not known if Manoj had anything to do with the 
purchase of the land. Anyway, while he joined the Institute straight away, Uma became 
a student in the very first batch of the Post-MSc Associateship Course of the Institute. 
Later on, she also did some research with Santimay Chatterjee. Manoj left Kolkata, 
leaving Uma to his parental care. He bade Professor Saha a goodbye, little apprehending 
he would not see him again.
At Princeton
The State Scholarship that Manoj received ensured only a frugal living in England, 
but  in the States, it was barely half the worth. Professor Wigner soon discovered the 
hardship Manoj was in, and arranged for him a supplementary support from the Princeton 
University itself. The work that Manoj initiated in Princeton, covered elsewhere [MK Pal, 
Phys Teach  48, p 49, p114 (2006)], led to a long-term collaboration with Carl Levinson 
initiating the direct interaction theory of nuclear reactions. Suffice it to say, Manoj was 
glad to have made to Princeton instead of any other place. “Doing my post-doctoral 
at Princeton”, he later said, “was one of the best career steps I had taken or, more 
accurately, (was) made to take.”  Professor Saha passed away on 16 February in 1956. 
Manoj in Princeton and Tara in Cornell got the news two days later from the New York 
Times. Deeply shocked, the two kept on lamenting over the loss and exchanging their 
fond memories of Saha for some time over letters and telephonic conversation. 
Back to Kolkata : A Theoretical Nuclear Physicist
The Calcutta University accorded Manoj the doctorate degree in 1956. Professor Saha 
had seen to it that both Manoj’s and Tara’s oral examinations were held in the States. 
A year later, on coming back, Manoj realised, the West Bengal Government had not 
taken kindly to the alternative they agreed to under duress. Now that the Professor was 
no more, he was requisitioned to serve in the Presidency College, Kolkata. Manoj did 
not want to, for he was all set for a research career in physics and was determined 
to continue it at his old Institute, now renamed Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics as a 
token of love and respect to the departed. Manoj’s argument that the Government of 
West Bengal was a party to the management of the Institute fell flat on them. Even 
the intervention of Dr BC Roy, the premier of West Bengal, did not work. Seeing him 
bent on serving the Institute, the Department asked Manoj to pay back all the money 
remitted to him against the Scholarship. Manoj did just the same, but, by the grace of 
the Education Department,  in several easy instalments spread over a span of 5 years. 
That year the Institute saw him promoted to a Reader. 
Manoj would revisit Princeton in 1959 for about a year, this time with Uma and 
their only baby son, Sanjay, born the very year he made his maiden trip to Princeton. 
From then on, until death did them apart, Uma always accompanied Manoj wherever 
he went. 
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As mentioned earlier, Manoj began his research career with an experimental project, 
which, at that time, was a must for all freshmen. It was also mentioned that Manoj started 
some theoretical work in Nuclear Physics at the same time. Princeton soon found in 
him a young and promising theoretical nuclear physicist. After his tenure at Princeton, 
Manoj returned to the Institute, a full-fledged theoretical nuclear physicist. A number of 
students from the 1956 (1955-56) and 1957 batches of the Post-MSc had already started 
working under his spell. Manojkumar (MK) Pal, whom AK Saha and Manoj had taken 
in 1955 for the Beta and Gamma-ray Section, also got attracted to it. Close on heel 
came Suprokash Mukherjee (1956), Binayak Dutta-Roy (1957), MA Nagarajan (1957), 
Dipti Mitra (later, Pal, 1958) and a few years later, a hoard of others. What began as a 
small team within the Nuclear Physics Division,  soon became a sizeable group bustling 
with activities. 
This was all very good, but not good enough for somebody with a proverbial devotion 
to learning new things. In fact, much later, when Dr Lee Hornbake, the-then Vice-President 
of the University of Maryland which Manoj joined eventually,  would ask Manoj what he 
wanted to achieve in Maryland, Manoj’s answer would be, ‘I’d like to learn some new 
things’. Dr Hornbake, at first taken aback at the answer, realised the meaning later on. 
James J Griffin, a colleague of Manoj in Maryland, would have occasion to comment 
on it thus 
It accurately recorded Manoj’s profound devotion to “learning some new 
things” Manoj took more pleasure in discovery and learning, – he seemed to 
extract life itself from the process. I believe, that for him new truth was the 
ultimate treasure, more worthy of pursuit than any other. He was deeply, even 
intrinsically, a scholar.  
With no face-to-face interaction with the western world, – then making impressive strides 
in this area, – Manoj began to suffer the isolation soon after his return to the Institute. It 
made him visit Princeton again in 1959 for a year as a Research Associate. On coming 
back towards the end of 1960 and being made a full Professor of the Institute, Manoj 
started formally receiving students from the 1960 and 1961 batches of the Post-MSc, to 
work with him for their doctorals. Hrishikesh Banerjee was from the 1960 – and Surya 
Narayan Tewari, Padmanabha Dasgupta, Anand Kumar were from the  next batch. 
Lakshmidhar Satpathy and Harish Chandra came later from the 1964 batch. Although 
Manoj had previously guided many students, like Suprokash, Binayak, Nagarajan and 
Dipti, there is no official record of such supervision, nor did Manoj clamour for it, then 
or ever after.
In the early sixties, Pasha K Kabir, a favourite student of Hans Bethe, was appointed 
the Sur Reader of Nuclear Physics. His office being located within the Institute, Manoj 
spent hours with this very knowledgeable person, fast picking up from him the nitty-
gritty of particle physics. Pasha left after a year, but the interest Manoj imbibed stayed 
on. Much later, starting in 1971, he would make several notable contributions in pion-
physics. But already, this interest had ushered the particle physics age in the Institute. 
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Soon, people like Trilochan Pradhan, Haridas Banerjee, SCK Nair and others helped it 
flourish and advance.
This elicits a few interesting aspects of Manoj’s character. He had an eye for anything 
new connected with the kind of physics he was doing. And he would promptly take it up 
for the sheer joy of learning by doing, a practice he picked up from his mentor, Professor 
Saha. Even in the act of accepting students, his real purpose was far from making more 
papers or producing more doctorates under him for his CV to look more impressive. In 
fact, in his Institute more students graduated under his followers than him. 
Any way, by 1962, his “school” grew big enough to have a standing of its own. 
Accordingly, it was detached from the mother Division of Nuclear Physics and the 
Theoretical Nuclear Physics Division was created with Manojkanti as Head. Today’s 
Theory Group of the SINP, a descendant of that, owes its origin to this Division, and 
that, in turn, to MK Banerjee.
As for experimental physics, it was a no-comeback for Manoj. However, before he 
returned from his first Princeton visit, Pareshnath Mukherjee, a student of the 1956 Post-
MSc,– joining the Beta-ray and Gamma-ray Section, – had successfully operated the 
Short Lens Beta Ray Spectrometer built on the basis of Manoj’s design. That resulted 
in a paper of which Manoj was a coauthor in absentia (he was still in Princeton then). 
Later on, Pareshnath, together with Rangalal Bhattacharyya, organised the Beta and 
Gamma Laboratories of the Institute. The present Nuclear and Atomic Physics Group of 
the Institute is largely a later reorganisation of these and the cyclotron project efforts. 
On the other hand, consequent of Tara’s project on nuclear induction, where Manoj’s 
contribution was no mean, one has today the Experimental Condensed Matter Physics 
Division of the Institute.
During his professorial tenure at the Institute, besides finding time to work with his 
own students, Manoj also kept up his collaboration with Levinson. He was quick to 
grasp a problem as also to sort out its complicated details. His lot would not stop at 
just proposing an abstract theory, and would not rest short of producing numbers. He 
often accompanied his students to Mumbai for the necessary computational work at 
the CDC-3600 computer in TIFR. When computer was not a byword, as it is today, he 
promptly mastered all its intricacies and reaped the benefit of this new technological 
aid. To keep pace with time was a remarkable trait of his character. These trips also 
brought him in close contact with the Nuclear Physics people in Mumbai. All these were 
very instructive to his students. As a result, within a short time, an excellent School of 
Theoretical Nuclear Physics obtained at the Institute.
In 1962, Manoj was out again. This time it was to Israel and on the strength of 
a Weizmann Fellowship. This gave him a year and a half at the Weizmann Institute 
in Rehovoth. Carl Levinson, his old friend from Princeton, also happened to be there 
in the faculty then. With many noteworthies in nuclear physics gathering at that time 
in Rehovoth, it was an exciting experience for Manoj. Due to his frequent absence 
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from the Institute, to which the Institute authority was indulgent enough, he guided his 
students mostly by postal correspondence. Most of his students enjoyed the freedom 
of publishing on their own. 
Goodbye to Saha Institute
Eventually, Manoj left the Institute in 1966. His leaving has a prehistory. That year he 
accepted an offer of a visiting professorship from the University of Maryland, College 
Park. It was for two years. He took his family to Maryland and settled in Greenbelt. A 
year later, however, when Manoj was made a full Professor there, he decided to leave 
Kolkata for good, and settled in the States.
There have been many a speculation as to why Manoj chose to leave Kolkata. It was, 
however, only natural for someone who had tasted a Professor’s life in the States and 
had  the ability of partaking in it. Manoj wanted to be in the much-happening places 
as far as his physics was concerned. Whatever height he could take his School in his 
Institute in Kolkata to, he knew it would always have the limitation of having to learn 
things the second hand. With no peers around and no access to fresh experimental data, 
he could not possibly go far in his research by staying back in Kolkata. His American 
experience, on the other hand, had presented to him wide possibilities. 
Maryland
Once settled in the States, Manoj felt greatly relaxed. During the summer of 1967, 
he took a vacation and drove his family all the way to Montreal to visit the Expo-67. 
Sanjay recollects his fond memory of this trip and the fete displaying fascinating feats 
of technology and culture. This was the beginning of the many trips they would make 
together to Montreal when Manju and her family would settle there. In 1970, Manoj left 
Greenbelt and bought a house in Kensington at 11304 Mitscher Street to be closer to 
a good school Sanjay could go to. They stayed there until 1998.
Meanwhile, Manoj spent his first sabbatical in Manchester, UK (1973-74). Sanjay 
remembers a large family get-together in Chicago in 1975 when Dipankar and his wife 
went there to practise medicine. Uma’s niece had also gone there for study. Manoj took 
his second sabbatical (1980-81) in the University of Washington, Seattle. Again, he drove 
the three thousand miles from Kensington to Seattle across the vistas of incredible scenic 
beauty. In Seattle, they rented a lovely house near a lake overlooking the Mt Rainer. 
Manoj came to India in 1981 to consider the possibility of returning to Kolkata as 
Director of his old Institute. In fact, this was in response to a call made by the Institute 
itself. He spent some time with his old colleagues and new faculty. Eventually he decided 
against it. He could not have anything between him and his physics research.
Between his numerous trips, Manoj had been to India several times before and after 
this, especially to Delhi (1975 end–76 beginning), Mumbai, Bhubaneswar (January, 1987), 
Chennai (January, 1987), Bangalore (January, 1989) to participate in one international 
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conference or the other. In December, 1991, he came to Kolkata when his old Institute 
organized an international conference in nuclear physics on the occasion of his attaining 
sixty. He revisited Kolkata again in December, 1993 to participate in the International 
Conference on Astrophysics and Cosmology organized by the Institute as a part of the 
Meghnad Saha Birth Centenary Celebrations.
Anyway, the year 1987 saw Manoj on his third sabbatical in the State University 
of New York (SUNY) at  Stony Brooke, where they chose for living a house in the 
picturesque coastal town of Port Jefferson in Long Islands. Their son, Sanjay got married 
to Aparna in this house. Manoj visited Taiwan in 1988 to attend a conference. Much later, 
in 1990-91, when he went there again as a Visiting Professor in the National University 
of Taiwan, it was only Uma accompanying him. The two often visited their son’s family 
in San Francisco Bay area. By then they had their granddaughter, Shreya born.
Manoj remained in the Kensington house for three long years after Uma died of a 
heart attack in 1995. Since then, Manoj was, indeed, a lonely man, for Sanjay lived 
away with his family. Manoj himself had suffered a heart-attack in 1978 when Uma was 
alive. This recurred in 1997 in the middle of his visit at the KFA, Institut fuer Kernphysik, 
Juelich, Germany on a von Humboldt Research Award for Senior US Scientists (October, 
1996-97). That winter in Juelich, Manoj had received his son and his family for a visit. 
Again, his wander-lust took over. He drove them miles, touring parts of Germany, and 
Brussells and Paris. In Paris, he would rather visit the physicists than the museums. 
His Juelich visit, however, had to be cut short because of his ailing heart. Next year, he 
underwent a heart bypass surgery in John Hopkins, Baltimore, but never became his old 
self. A few months later, he sold off his house in Kensington and purchased another in 
Bethseda. By then, Sanjay had a son, Arjun. The four of Sanjay’s family often visited 
Manoj in this new house with plenty of room for the children to run and play around. 
About this time, says Sanjay, Manoj evinced his “life-long passion for bengali music”, 
and even started taking singing lessons from a very good friend of his. His students in 
Kolkata never had an inkling of Manoj’s musical taste. In 2000, Manoj suffered another 
setback when Aparna passed away. After this, Manoj made it a point to spend more 
time with his bereaved son and his children. Because of his failing health, he opted, 
in 2001, for superannuation from the University of Maryland teaching faculty. However, 
he continued his association with the Department of Physics as a Senior Research 
Scientist and Professor Emeritus.  In 2002, Sanjay remarried and formed a new family 
with Alison, his wife and her daughter Stirling and two of his children. About Manoj’s 
reaction to it, Sanjay says, “My father became Stirling’s “Dadu” ...My father’s visits and 
love did much to help us bond as a family”. Manoj’s last trip with his son’s new family 
was to Hawai in 2003, when each night they would go to a different fabulous restaurant 
on the island of Maui.
After this trip, Manoj slowly lost his mobility. Even then, he continued to visit his son’s 
family in California, and they him at Bethesda. ‘The children took the greatest advantage 
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of the running room in the house’, says Sanjay. But, then, Manoj was inching towards 
the eventuality.
The end came on 18 February, 2006, in his bed at home in Bethesda. Doctors say, 
Manoj died of arteriosclerotic cardivascular disease. His beloved son and his family being 
away in California, it was a solitary death. We came to know of it a few days later from 
an e-mail from Prof Sumit Ranjan Das, a close relative of Manoj.
It is indeed unfortunate that such a man, who enjoyed the richness of life and fullness 
of work (as evidenced by his list of publications, cf Appendix 2), would pass away so 
suddenly and so soon. He was hardly seventy-six.
The Man
As a man, Manoj had an air of aristocracy about him which was genuine. He was never 
a show-off and was accessible to all. He was extremely hard-working. While in Kolkata, 
at 7 in the morning one would find his car parked in the parking area of the Institute 
and him in his office, working. After lunch, however, he was wont to take it easy, often 
climbing down one flight of stairs to play table tennis with the students. He is said to 
have also devised a novel way of playing cricket, with a ping-pong ball (jokingly termed 
pingcket)  in the long empty corridor on the top floor of the Hostel building his office 
was housed in. Occasionally, he would indulge in playing a hand of bridge in Santimay 
Chatterjee’s office. He had a taste for good food and would frequent good restaurants, 
a habit he kept up till nearly the end of his life. 
As observed by Manoj’s colleagues, his enthusiasm for the interplay of new ideas and 
new research directions was a hall-mark of his career. The nuclear physics community 
will remember several of his seminal contributions. Starting with the first shell model 
calculations with Brueckner G-matrices (with Dutta-Roy), these include the direct (that 
is, not via a compound nucleus) theory of inelastic nuclear scattering (with Levinson), 
the theory of pi-N scattering (with Cammarata) , the first fully chiral quark-meson model 
(with Birse) and the chiral confining model of the nucleon (with Broniowski, Cohen, Lee, 
Ren and Kim). The latter work provided valuable insights into the dynamics of mesons 
and nuclei. 
MK Banerjee was a Fellow of the American Physical Society and a Fellow of the 
Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore (elected 1977). He also served in the Editorial 
Board of Physics Letters during 1962-67.
Epilogue
In an obituary note, two of Manoj’s Maryland colleagues, Stephen Wallace and James 
J Griffin [http://www.physicstoday.org/obits/notice_069.shtml] observed
Manoj was a teacher and an intellectual leader. He possessed an uncommon 
intensity and he cared very much about reaching a high level of truth and 
understanding grounded in fundamental principles. Over his career, he 
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supervised the research of 22 PhD students, ten of whom were students at 
the Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics.
As I  find, the latter number should be six. There is a line in the obituary,  – it reads,
“One of [Manoj’s] former students said, ‘I will never forget his contagious 
passion for doing physics’ “.
Such a tribute would have immensely pleased Prof Meghnad Saha and Prof Ganesh 
Prasad Dubey.
The excerpts from reminiscences of some of his renowned friends and colleagus 
reveal Manoj's personality in its true splendour.
A. N.  Mitra
“My first encounter with  Manoj  was in March – April  1958  when,  on  an  invitation 
from  (the late) Prof KS Singwi,  three of  us  ( MK Banerjee,  SP Pandya and ANM) 
got together to give a  course of 5 lectures each  at  the TIFR  on  three distinct facets 
of  nuclear theory :  Manoj  Banerjee  on  direct interaction theory;  Sudhir Pandya on 
the nuclear shell model;  and  ANM  on the  Bethe-Brueckner theory of infinite nuclear 
matter.  We shared a big room for full two weeks in a hotel on Marine Drive, which 
overlooked the sea, and thoroughly enjoyed our stay. The relaxed atmosphere was highly 
conducive to sharing of light moments which brought out the humorous sides of both 
my colleagues. A particular joke which has still stuck with me was centered around an 
imaginary Russian personality named 'Gromyk’.  Frequent use of this term led Manoj 
to construct the following phrase “Gromykest of all Gromyks  that  ever Gromyked a 
Gromyk".   
Soon after this phase, Manoj  asked me to visit the Saha Institute for another course 
of lectures during  June 1958,  this  time on  quantum electrodynamics, for a leisurely 
exposure of the  techniques and nuances of  second order corrections  to  electron 
scattering, with  applications to Lamb  shift and the anomalous magnetic moment of 
the electron. [While this topic is now text book material, it was only developing during 
the Fifties].  We also wanted to do some physics together, a plan which was warmly 
supported by  Ajit-da (the late Prof Ajit Saha). The topic chosen was some applications 
of the Bethe-Brueckner theory. When  we were almost at the end of our calculations, 
Manoj  dropped  a bombshell :  He had just come across a paper  by  Hugenholtz 
and Van Hove ( HVH for short ) which  negated the very  basis of our  calculations! 
I did not understand the significance of the HVH theorem then,  but both  of us were 
deeply disappointed at the untimely demise of our paper.  Many years later – almost 
half a century to be exact – the mystery of the HVH theorem  which proved  such a 
conceptual  road-block to the success of the Bethe-Brueckner theory,  became clear. 
For  an infinite interacting Fermi gas at T = 0o K,  the HVH theorem  showed  a 
relation among the fermi energy E, average energy A and the pressure P, which  for 
a saturating system at equilibrium (P = 0), yields  E = A, to all orders of perturbation 
theory ! More dramatically,  the HVH  theorem did not spare even the  celebrated 
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Bethe-Weiszacker Mass  formula which had been conceived  in a “classical”  manner. 
This was first pointed out  by Satpathy and Nayek  in 1983, using a generalized HVH 
theorem for infinite nuclear matter.  No wonder we were stuck with this roadblock as 
early as 1958, thanks to the insight of Manoj Banerjee who apparently saw its no-go 
character. Of course Manoj (with Binayak Dutta-Roy) did pursue the Bethe-Brueckner 
theory for finite nuclear matter much later, but how he circumvented the HVH theorem 
is beyond my comprehension.   
Manoj  Banerjee stayed at the Saha Institute for hardly a decade (till the mid-Sixties) 
but while he was around, he was the most sought after figure in its Theory Group, 
despite his frequent sojourns abroad. The reason for this phenomenon was his unusual 
interactive power which instantly attracted him to several people at a time, each on a 
different topic.  His frequent visits to TIFR during this period, ostensibly on computation 
missions with the-then available fast computer – CDC 3600 – at TIFR,  kept  him in 
constant touch with its  stalwarts of the time (in both theory and experiment).  During 
this period, as many as 3 DAE Symposia had been held at the Saha Institute, instead 
of their standard venue at Bombay in those days – a visible testimony to his short but 
dynamic presence in India.  
Manoj’s migration to the US as a Professor at the U. of Maryland lent rapid  visibility 
to his intellectual prowess in  nuclear theory, and later in the area of pion-nuclear 
physics,  especially  the openings in this nascent field  offered by the chiral property 
of the pion. My personal contacts with him during this period decreased exponentially, 
as my opportunities for going to the US were limited (!), but when I did manage to visit 
the US,  I made sure not to  miss the culinary treats at the hands of Uma Banerjee. 
Another event when I received Manoj’s active participation was at the 7th International 
Conference on Few-Body Systems held at the University of Delhi in December 1975 to 
January 1976, spanning 2 successive years. 
My last encounter with him was not so successful. This was in mid-2005 when I 
had occasion to  ask him  to give me a summary of his main works for a  chapter  in 
nuclear physics as part of a book entitled  “India in the World  of Physics : Then and 
Now".  He answered promptly, but unfortunately he could not respond to the query due 
to poor health, necessitating an approach to a common friend – Rajat Bhaduri – for 
some essential details.  Hopefully the book will  see the light of the day by the end of 
the year when I will have the satisfaction of seeing a dear friend in more concrete form 
through his  creation.  
T.  Pradhan
I first met Manoj at the International House of the University of Chicago in the mid-
nineteen fifties. He had just finished his Ph D and I was about to complete. It was a 
very brief meeting.
Manoj was my contemporary; we passed M Sc in the same year, he from Calcutta 
and I from Banaras Hindu University. After returning from abroad I met him at the 
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Delhi University Summer School held at the western Himalayan hill station, Dalhousie 
in 1960.
I was looking for a better working place than the Ravenshaw College of my native 
state where there was not much scope for good research. Manoj suggested that I should 
join the Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics at Calcutta where he headed the theory division. 
To this I agreed and he said he would move the Director for an offer. However, in the 
mean time I was offered a good position in the newly established Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) in Kanpur which I readily accepted. When Manoj came to know about 
it, he moved very fast to complete the formalities and made an equally good offer and 
persuaded me to join Saha Institute of Nuclear physics which I did. Thus began my 
long association with Manoj.
As days and months passed, I discovered the man in Manoj. It became clear very 
soon that he was the heart-throb of the Institute. Everybody liked him. Research students 
and administrative staff respected him and colleagues loved him. Director, Dr. Nag (B 
D Nag Choudhury) was proud to have him, Ajit Saha (Dr. A K Saha), Senior Professor, 
son of Meghnad Saha and his research guide, had a very soft corner for him and Raja 
Ramanna of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, key member of the Institute 
Governing Council, gave a lot of weightage to his views.
As a teacher Manoj was excellent. In research, he was always in excitement mode; 
every day he would come up with new ideas, announce new results of his and his 
doctoral students’ research work. This kept up the tempo and research atmosphere at 
the Institute. Quite often at tea time he and many of us in the Institute would get into 
heated discussion of contemporary social issues and state of science research in the 
Institute and the country. ……………..
Although Manoj was a nuclear physicist, he had always an obsession for working in 
elementary particle and high energy physics. However, this subject was at cross-roads 
in those days. The “Dispersion Theory” initiated by Marvin Goldberger at Chicago on 
a quantum field theory base, was hijacked by Geoffrey Chew and Stanley Mandelstam 
to a  different domain whose base was definitely not quantum field theory. As a matter 
of fact Chew tried to make it the villain. He even suggested that the field theory was 
wrong. In this confusing state of affairs Manoj preferred to stick to nuclear physics and 
started a fruitful collaboration with the Israel group for which he had to visit that country 
quite often. Later, when his principal collaborator moved to Maryland, he decided to 
leave India and joined Maryland University………………………….
In Maryland he partially fulfilled his obsession of working in elementary particle 
physics. It was actually intermediate high energy physics and pion-nucleus physics in 
which he made some good contributions. However, I am not sure whether he lived a 
“good life”………………..
I missed Manoj after he left India and now I miss him forever.
M. A.  Nagarajan
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After I completed the post MSc course at the Saha Institute, Manoj Pal suggested that 
Manoj Banerjee was returning from Princeton University to take up a position at the 
Institute and that Binayak Dutta Roy and myself should start working with him for our 
PhD.
Manoj Banerjee had a large office with extra room for PhD students with Friden 
calculators. Binayak and I were the first two who started working with him. I was working 
on deuteron – induced reactions while Binayak was studying Brueckner’s many body 
formalism. The next three years were very exciting ones for us, with the excitement 
provided by Manojda’s enthusiasm in teaching us all that he had learned in his work. 
The work initiated by Manojda during this time provided the groundwork of my later 
work on direct reactions with heavy ions. I was able to use all his tricks in remembering 
the relations and sum rules involving Racah coefficients, six j symbols and nine j 
symbols. 
In addition to teaching us the basic physics in direct nuclear reactions as well as 
nuclear many-body problem, Manojda also had time for games such as table tennis and 
a new form of cricket with ping pong balls that we had devised for amusement.
He remained very close to all the young people who had worked with him with great 
affection and kindness.
I had tried to keep in touch with him after he took up the position at the University of 
Maryland. He used to visit the University of Manchester where I had occasion to meet 
him. The last time I visited Maryland, I was disappointed as I was unable to see him, 
only to realise later that he had since passed away.
I would always remember him for his kindness, his keen enthusiasm for physics and 
his humility. He made an impact on all who came in contact with him. We all miss his 
generous and affectionate presence.
Harish Chandra
My direct interaction with Manoj Kanti Banerjee, as a doctoral student, was for a limited 
period of about two years (July 1964 to May 66). But despite this short duration, I feel 
proud of being trained under him as a theoretical nuclear physicist. 
Before Professor Banerjee left for USA,  L Satpathy and myself started working on 
our doctoral work on similar area but specifically in two domains of nuclear structure 
studies.  Because of his interim association with Mr. S N Tewari as a senior doctoral 
student under Prof. Banerjee, Mr. Satpathy got his thesis problem directly related to 
1s-0d shell nuclei.  I was assigned the region under 1p-0f shell. …………… 
After Prof. Banerjee left for Maryland, I continued working on my doctoral research 
work at the institute ‘independently’ till March, 1969 on my thesis entitled “Self Consistent 
Study of p-f Shell Nuclei” under him as my shadow supervisor. The first draft of the 
thesis was sent to him, which he despite his very busy schedule at Maryland University, 
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looked into it and returned to me with necessary corrections. He advised me to write a 
paper based on my thesis work. The paper was published with the title “Self Consistent 
Study of Nuclear Shapes” (Harishchandra, Physical Review 185 1320 (1969)) and has 
been cited in textbooks on nuclear structure Physics. The original manuscript of this 
paper which I sent to him for his perusal had his name in it as the first author of the 
article.  But when he returned the manuscript he took his name out and asked me to 
put his name only in acknowledgement. Prof. L Satpathy’s work on s-d shell nuclei was 
incorporated in a paper  which perhaps Prof. Banerjee wrote himself and communicated 
to Physical Review from Maryland in 1969 (Satpathy L, Goss, D, and Banerjee, M K, 
Phys. Rev. 183, 887, 1969). 
I began my doctoral research with FORTRAN programming.  Prof. Banerjee had 
already written some programs needed for the planned calculations for the research 
project.  Banerjee was, perhaps, the first teacher in the Institute to realize the need of 
computers in research and he, therefore, was the first person in the institute to send his 
research students for doing computation to laboratories and research Institutes which had 
computing facilities.  In fact, before joining the institute as a faculty member he already 
had used electronic computer while he was a post doctoral researcher in Princeton, USA. 
This I came to know from Prof. J J Griffin, a contemporary of Prof. Manoj Banerjee at 
Princeton University working under Prof. JA Wheeler. For doing computation they used to 
go from Princeton to Los Alamos  Nuclear Research Laboratory in New Mexico, USA. 
With the effort of Prof. Homi Jehangir Bhabha, CDC-3600, the fastest computer 
available at the time, was installed in TIFR and, for doing self-consistent Hartree-Fock 
and Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations, one needed such computers.  Most of the PhD 
scholars of Prof. Banerjee who needed computer for doing involved and time consuming 
calculation used to visit TIFR for their computational work.  
Our visit to TIFR, Bombay for computation work was quite frequent.  And the stay 
in Bombay for this purpose also used to be sometimes as long as four months.  Prof. 
Manoj Banerjee was actively monitoring our computational results and the progress on 
the project through telephone and telegrams.  He was always available on telephone 
to talk with us.  Often, he used to call us at computer centre from his office at SINP 
Calcutta.  During the last phase of his stay in the institute, before he finally left it, he 
started taking flights to Bombay.  In fact, during this period he got himself very involved 
to see some result or trend of result out of the computational work.  He was giving equal 
importance to self-consistent 1s-0d shell and 1p-0f shell calculations.   
Prof. Manoj Banerjee was a versatile physicist.  He did not confine himself to 
the conventional nuclear physics only.  He used to keep himself updated with recent 
developments in modern physics whether it emerged out as a new branch of nuclear 
theory or  physics of particles and fields.  His knowledge in theoretical and mathematical 
physics was superb. 
After submitting my D Phil (Sc) thesis I remained in the Institute as a post-doctoral 
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fellow of the Institute for a year and, in September 1970, moved to the Department of 
Physics and Astronomy at the State University of New York at Buffalo, USA.  There I 
extended my research work on self consistent study of p-f shell nuclei, with Prof M L 
Rustgi and during the two years of stay I used to have telephonic conversations with 
Prof. Manoj Kanti Banerjee.  But because of my very static nature I could not meet him 
there despite his standing invitation to visit College Park, Maryland.  
To conclude, I had a telephonic conversation about a year ago (July 2007) with Prof. 
A N Mitra whom I respect, more as a friend and colleague of Manoj Banerjee.  It was 
only through him that I first learnt about the sad demise of my mentor Prof. Manoj K 
Banerjee. 
C. S. Shastry
The general impression about Manoj Banerjee imprinted on my memory is that of 
a very sharp and humane scientist with twinkling bright eyes and endearing smile, 
fast, precise and resonating voice and brisk movements and walk. In short, he was a 
personification of brilliance, optimism and dynamism. There was absolutely no trace of 
linguistic, religious, regional or cultural bias in him. In fact his PhD students at SINP and 
elsewhere belonged to different parts of India and abroad. His affection and guidance 
were freely available to all of them. The fact that Professor Banerjee took students for 
research in different areas like nuclear structure, reactions and particle physics, amply 
demonstrates his great passion for and command of theoretical physics in general not 
restricted to a very narrow specialized sub-area.
There was only one occasion when I observed Professor Banerjee in a pensive and 
serious mood. One of my class fellows at SINP,  C S Mukherjee, a Post MSc topper 
had  rightfully earned the opportunity to work for his PhD under Professor Banerjee. In 
the course of a year, this young researcher became highly introvert and laconic, which I 
thought was due to his immersion in deep physics problems. Unexpectedly, he decided 
to end his life, which was a profound shock to the entire SINP community. I vividly recall 
Professor Banerjee deeply disturbed by the terrible tragedy, attending the cremation 
and,  with a distant thoughtful look, watching the funeral pyre consuming the body of 
the young researcher. It was only then that I realized that beneath the vibrant dynamic 
joyful personality of Professor Banerjee there lay a very concerned compassionate human 
being capable of facing tragic situation with poise and dignity.
Before his departure to US, we had a small tea party at SINP theory division in his 
honor. I recall it because, unlike in many such occasions, it was devoid of long adulatory 
speeches – the atmosphere was sober, emotional but dignified. Professor Banerjee gave 
a very brief speech and reassured the scholars, particularly his students, of his continued 
guidance in their work and wished all of us bright future in our careers. I found he was 
also in somewhat serious mood. He was making a major transition in his professional 
career……………….
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